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EAPA	UK	Special	Membership	Award	
Nominee	Name:  Kate Nowlan 

Award	Type Lifetime Member 

Emeritus Member 

Emeritus Member is an honorary membership awarded at the discretion of the Board to an individual 
who has been active in the Branch for at least 10 years. They may be currently working or retired 
from the EAP industry. A maximum of two individuals may be approved in any given year.  

Lifetime Member 

Is awarded at the discretion of the Board to a member or ex-member of UKEAPA to recognise or 
honour their work in the field of EAP.   

Honorary Member 

Is awarded at the discretion of the Board to an individual for a period of 3 years duration, whereupon 
it can be awarded again. There is no limit on the number of times this can be awarded to an 
individual.   

Nominated	by Alex Hayes 

Date	of	nomination 3.3.21 

Seconded	by Tony Buon 

Reason	for	nomination		
Kate Nowlan, Strategic Advisor and previous CEO of CiC between 2003 and 2020, first entered the 
EAP industry in 2002. With over twenty-five years’ experience as a psychotherapist, and extensive 
experience as a corporate psychologist, Kate has always been a passionate believer in free access to 
psychological and emotional support in the workplace across every sector. Over her career, Kate has 
developed specialities in trauma response, critical incident support and building international links. 
Having carried out work in the journalism field and hostile environment sectors over the years, Kate 
has a particular interest in supporting those who have been exposed to traumatic experiences 
during their working lives, whether after traumatic events, natural disasters or incidents in conflict 
zones. 

Kate has been a member of EAPA UK since 2003, is a past President of the Employee Assistance 
European Forum (EAEF), and was a Board member of this organisation for ten years (as Secretary 
and then President). Kate’s membership of EAPA UK, EAPA International and EAEF has seen her play 
a key role in encouraging communication and dialogue between the three professional bodies. She 
always encouraged EAPA UK members to attend and speak at European conferences (e.g. for the 
2015 Duty of Care in the Workplace conference held in Madrid) and was on the panel that co- 
hosted the EAEF Conference in London in 2011, attended by many EAPA UK delegates. 



Manuel Sommer, from Pulso Europe in Portugal , comments: “Kate is a top clinician and highly 
respected in the EAP field, particularly in areas of trauma. Part of Kate’s success and value is found in 
her open-minded, tailored approach to not just Continental Europe, but globally. During her time as 
CEO, Kate was able to resist the urge of making CiC an EAP which is focused on commodity, instead, 
Kate has been able to focus on creating a niche and focusing on specialisms such as trauma response 
work. This has been an inspiration to many in the EAP industry, particularly those in Continental 
Europe, who have been able to look to Kate for example.”  

Dirk Antonissen, from Pulso Europe in Brussels, continues: “Kate has shown excellent commitment 
to helping the EAP industry in continental Europe flourish. In previous years, it was the case that the 
EAP industry in the UK was ahead of continental Europe. Kate was open to these small-scale 
initiatives, and approached each with a fresh, open mind. Bringing various practises to Europe 
dependent on what suited who best, rather than one size fits all approach.” 

Alongside her contributions to various boards, Kate has greatly contributed to the field of knowledge 
for the EAP and mental health in the workplace field. Kate has been a guest lecturer for the 
University of East London’s MSc on International Humanitarian Psychosocial Consultation. In 2014, 
Kate published a journal article for Strategic HR Review, "Supporting staff in hostile environments" 
(https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/SHR-08-2014-0047/full/html). In 2016, she 
also co-authored ‘Cutting the risk of compassion fatigue’, an article in Occupational Health & 
Wellbeing: Sutton (Vol.68 [8]). Kate has written numerous articles in HR & Health & Safety journals 
and in 2015 contributed to a book published in France ‘Je Suis Victime - Lincroyable exploitation du 
trauma’ (www.editions-duval.fr). Kate is a regular attendee and speaker at conferences, for 
example, in March 2019, she led the panel for “Frontline to Newsroom: Journalist Mental Health” at 
the SXSW Conference (South by South West, Austin, Texas). 

Throughout the coronavirus pandemic, Kate has provided information and guidance on supporting 
staff. Kate spoke to EAEF about the experience of supporting workers on the frontline during the 
pandemic and in 2020 wrote an article for EAPA UK  “Supporting NHS staff on the frontline: the 
experience from an EAP” which attracted over 1500 hits . Kate recognised that the EAP field – along 
with the rest of the world – was about to enter a completely unprecedented period and created 
immediate response from CiC whilst also providing wider, public knowledge and guidance, such as 
that mentioned above. 

Throughout her career, Kate has appeared in national news coverage discussing a wide range of 
topics. Examples include The effects of the 7/7 bombings for The Times, Firms tackling Trauma for 
The Guardian, and Support for Jurors for TV interview on ITV News. Other articles specifically written 
for EAPs include Employee Benefits, HRD, Counselling at Work, HR Magazine, HR Review, Nursing 
Management, Builder & Engineer, Psychologies and Personnel Today. In doing so, Kate has been able 
to raise awareness of the crucial importance of EAPs in the workplace.  She has delivered stress and 
resilience workshops to employees from media organisations and NGOs across the globe, always 
highlighting the importance of 24/7 EAP support. 

It is, we believe, clear to see the outstanding contribution to the EAP field Kate has made. From her 
work as a psychotherapist, to her driving collaborative efforts between professional bodies, to her 
contribution to the field of knowledge. Kate has become a highly regarded expert in the EAP field 



and continues to make contribution to the industry. As such, we would like to nominate Kate for the 
Lifetime Achievement Award. 
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